ARRIVING TO FORCHEM

When arriving to Rauma follow the road instructions for the truck traffic to the forest industry (Metsäteollisuus); arrival via Mittaportti (address Hankkarintie, Rauma). Then, follow the instructions to Forchem.

On arrival to the Forchem Plant:
Contact the control room of the plant!

- Document checking and signing into the system
- Get the weighing sticker
- Operators will give you a loading permission

Drivers loading tall oil rosin: Be careful - this is elevated temperature material (>200 °C)! The container or the tank must be preheated before loading of elevated temperature material!

Forchem can offer electrical heating possibility or low-pressure steam for preheating. If heated by steam, make sure there is no condensate water left in the tank!

SAFETY

All subcontractors operating at the Forchem production facility area MUST follow the safety instructions/rules and wear following personal protective equipment; helmet, safety glasses, protective clothing and gloves!

LANGUAGE

The language requirement is English or Finnish!

Otherwise interpreter is required!

CONTAINER CLEANLINESS

The appointed container / tank must be clean and dry at arrival. Driver must have a cleaning certificate with him written in English or Finnish indicating where, when and how the container / tank was washed and dried and showing previous load. Cleaning certificate should preferably be according to EFTCO- or SQAS standards (others accepted with consideration).

Forchem staff is entitled to make random check-ups for containers / tanks and guide to a nearest washing station if found necessary.

Please also note the following:

- Smoking is only allowed at designated smoking areas
- If any questions or help needed contact Forchem staff
- In case of leakage contact first Forchem staff